
 

 

 
 

 

Hello Neighbors: 
I guess we have passed the Autumnal Equinox. It’s hard to tell on Kings Mountain, unless 

you understand that autumn means great weather here. Perhaps our lead story from Art Fair 
E.D. Bev Abbott will make that fact even clearer. Her KMAF wrap up is entitled, “Our 55th Art 
Fair...Amazing! Record Breaking! Perfect Weather!” Read it. It will make you happy. Your edi-
tor especially appreciated Bev’s main desk commentary question…When is it OK to say, you 
beat your wife? Check it out; then stay to read what artists had to say about the fair (page 5), 
followed by six pages of stories from committee chairs with accolades about the competence,  
attitude and tremendous work put in by their volunteers…all of you. Bravo! It truly “takes a 
mountain.” 

Minutes from the KMVFB and KMA Boards will keep you up to date on what is happening 
in those important community service groups. The KMA has negotiated a new propane sup-
plier contract for resident members. Find the agreement costs and conditions on page 19. The 
KMA board invites anyone with questions and/or comments to attend their next meeting on  
October 17th. 

Save the date and do not miss these upcoming events: 
• Author Forum, Friday, October 26th featuring Doniga Markegard discussing her highly 

praised book, Dawn Again, Tracking the Wisdom of the Wild. Doniga’s story is amazing 
and most relevant to everyone interested in conservation. She is a very much in de-
mand speaker. We are privileged to have an opportunity to host her appearance at the 
community center. Read about her and the book on page 16. 

• The Annual Spooktacular is a blast for young and old on Wednesday, October 31st. 
• Planes, Trains and Automobiles, one of the funniest holiday movies ever screens Nov. 7th. 
Please make time to read the very special thanks to our community from the KMES par-

ents. The mountain ethos of volunteerism provides a very important teaching moment (make 
that many hours) to our kids at Art Fair. The success for our school was terrific this year, but it 
is greater than financial. Similarly, the Redwoods Research Project focus group generated a 
very interesting story submitted by Dubravka Opuhac (pg, 24-25). Knowing her interest in and 
knowledge about redwoods, a Kings Mountain friend invited Dubravka to participate in a focus 
group. Her story is our bonus. 

As always, the irrepressible Marty Eisenberg closes this issue with interesting, useful tidbits 
on any topic that comes to his mind. Did you know it is rutting season? His driving advice could 
save your life.  

The November Echo may be a bit late so don’t wait for it to get these perennial dates on 
your December calendars: Saturday, 12/1 wreath making 10 am – noon; Sunday, 12/2, KMA 
Holiday Party. 
 

Best regards,  
 

Eileen Fredrikson, Editor 
Bill Goebner, Echo Photographer 
Marty Eisenberg, Echo Columnist 
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Our 55th Art Fair – Amazing! Record Breaking! Perfect Weather! 
by Bev Abbott, Kings Mountain Art Fair Executive Director 

 

A glow of well-earned satisfaction spread over our community as we worked to close down the 55th Art Fair. 
Although everyone was tired, we felt that sense of appreciation for our community and the results of our hard 
work. Everyone who participated should bask in the warmth of a job well done. It is to all our credit.  
 

BECAUSE  
We heard from artists that this is their favorite show, we treat them so well 
We heard from our customers that they love to come to our Fair 
We heard from each other that we love volunteering, working together to make our community stronger. 

 BECAUSE 
The weather was perfect: 2016 was too cold, 2017 was too hot and 2018 was just -------PERFECT! 

 

BECAUSE RECORDS WERE BROKEN – YES! The final numbers are not in 
but it is clear that we broke our record for Artist Sales. This was the most 
money our small, mighty community has ever raised in a given year from our 
Art Fairs. We may have broken Cook Shack and beverage sales records as 
well but we will need to get the final numbers. Suffice it to say that this was 
the highest grossing Art Fair ever.  
 

Who delivered this remarkable event? All of us! But I want to share with 
you some highlights and to call out the Committee Chairs, most of whom 
work all year to make the Art Fair happen and who are essential to running 
our Fair. 
 

For sure, the Marketing Team should take a BOW – Sandy Shapero and her team did fabulous job of get-
ting the word out. They begin work in January and plan all year. Sheena Mawson has taken the Social Media 
challenge and has made sure that we are a part of the Face Book and other conversations-- 
#kingsmountainartfair -- lots of people saw our posts. The Marketing Team brought in many new customers 
and there were numerous remarks of discovery as those customers appreciated our Fair.                    
THANKS MARKETING -- You got them here!   

Shuttles and Traffic – Hank Stern and Nick Kromat led this impor-
tant team. We have to move our customers in and out of the fair and 
we all know the parking challenges. This year Hank and Nick recom-
mended that we run a third shuttle every day (in the past it has been 
two shuttles with a test-period last year of a third shuttle on Saturday), 
and boy did we need it. Patrons were coming and going constantly 
even as late as 3:30 Monday afternoon. Hank and Nick also arranged 
for increased Sherriff’s department and Highway Patrol support. 
THANKS SHUTTLES AND TRAFFIC – You moved them through! 

 

Artists Liaison and Executive Assistant -- Carrie German (Tim German is the other part of this power cou-
ple. He is not officially a chairperson but as Sumit says, “Tim does everything”). Carrie works all year to bring 
in the artists and this year we brought in 30 new artists. That is due in large part to the way that Carrie works 
with them and that are artists are HAPPY. Many of the new artists I spoke with said they heard from other art-
ists that this was a great fair and that we treat them well. THANKS CARRIE – You got our artists! 
 

Beverages -- Dennis Ruby, Andrew Anker, Alan Tubbs – Dennis is our “Director of Liquid Assets” and, 
along with his co-chairs Alan and Andrew, carries a huge load for the Fair. Just to give you one example of 
the massive inventory, Dennis ordered 35 kegs of beer and at 122 pints per keg that means we sold 4,270 
beers this year. He also gathers important data. Our first beer was sold at 9:15 am. Our past record was 9:36 
am (another data point on a record breaking art fair) Andrew Anker is NEW as Beverage Co-Chair. He joins 
Dennis and Alan Tubbs, the hard working and always fun co-chair to make the team. Andrew managed a big 
soda equipment upgrade, which was a huge success. THANKS, DENNIS, ALAN AND ANDREW – You made 
sure they had lots to drink! 
 

Cook Shack -- Marty Eisenberg, Betsy Rix, Ted Thayer. Marty heads up our formidable Cook Shack team, 
which meets all the food challenges of serving thousands (yes, thousands) of meals during the Art Fair. And 
Marty has his standards. Just ask the corn shucking team. We had some rejects when ears were shucked. 
Which ones to reject since not all were perfect? Our standard was: what would our spouses and we eat? 
Marty came along and said – NO! He sent it all back and was given new cases of perfect corn. The new Por-
tobello Mushroom sandwich was a hit and his inventory guess was right on. Betsy Rix created and manages 
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The Women’s Pantry Team everyone who works there loves making hundreds (yes, hundreds) of 
pounds of chili and coleslaw, and 450 Portobello sandwiches – not to mention PBJ, sausage sandwiches, 
condiments and so on. Ted Thayer has been ramping up to give Marty and Betsy HELP and survived 
trial by fire again this year. THANK YOU MARTY, BETSY AND TED – you made sure they ate fabulous 
food! 
 

Paul Barulich – Cashiering. Paul makes sure that the iPads are set up with new food items and cost 
and supervises the cashiers. Quite remarkably, he can tell us at the end of the day how we are doing and 
how it compares to last year. THANKS PAUL -- you made sure they paid! 
 

Cook Shack Volunteers – Where do all those volunteers come from who staff the Cook Shack? Cindy 
Phelps once again ensured that over 300 of our community members were in the jobs they needed to be 
for the very intense three days of the Fair. She does this all with unflappable good humor. THANK YOU 
CINDY for recruiting such great volunteers and getting us all in those proper slots! 
 

The T-info team – Stacy and Marlene head up the team and kicked off our Art Fair 55th with a team 
meeting/celebration at Stacy’s House (Be sure to volunteer next year so you don’t miss this fun event). 
This year it included a preview taste of the Portobello mushroom sandwich and the first viewing of our 
55th anniversary T-Shirt by Becky Holland. Liz Gannes stepped up to help lead the effort and assisted 
Stacy and Marlene this year. The T-info team is frequently the first group to greet our patrons and their 
happy enthusiastic faces and team spirit came through. THANKS STACY AND MARLENE for happy 
greetings to our art fair customers! 

 

Grounds Beatification -- Betty Johnson has worked for 20 years to beautify the 
grounds during Art Fair and so this year we (duh) realized she was leading a commit-
tee. Those gorgeous arrangements and plants are a result of Betty and her team 
buying plants before the Fair, keeping them happy during the three days and selling 
them at the end. Betty heads the new committee – Grounds Beautification. THANK 
YOU BETTY for making our grounds so lovely! 
 

Artists Welcoming – Thelea and David Torres do more than meets the eye when 
they smoothly make sure that 139 artists – get a booth, find their booth, maneuver 
around each other to set up their booths and actually set up their booths. What is 
new this year? All this happens with no shouting, no complaints and no arguments. 
David was then seen working with many artists all over the Fair to help them with problems. Not sure that 
it is in his “job description” but he does it! THANK YOU THELEA AND DAVID for helping our artists! 
 

IT – Chris Ice worked hard with his team to make it all happen. As Chris has pointed out since we started 
offering Wi-Fi over 5 years ago, we have seen an explosion of wi-fi devices with both juried and local art-
ists now bringing multiple devices each including tablets, phones, laptops, and now wi-fi card readers of 
all shapes, sizes and age. This was a challenging puzzle but Chris with his able team of Sumit and Stan 
made it happen. They were in the parking lot after the Fair – in lawn chairs, figuring out what works for 
next year. A quote from Chris: “We’ve got lots to work on between now and next year’s fair - which, for 
tech people, is a good thing.” THANK YOU CHRIS AND SUMIT for this extraordinary work to make our 
network work!  
 

Main Desk -- Kelly Sullivan runs the main desk with her “Dream Team” at check out” (apparently they 
are or have all been CFOs) making sure the artist pay their commission and do it fast and this year there 
was a lot to add up.  Question: When is it OK to say, “You beat your wife?” -- Answer: When she was 
at Sausalito selling your art, and you are at the Kings Mountain Art Fair check out and your numbers are 
better than hers in Sausalito – everyone cheered. “He beat his wife!” 
THANK YOU KELLY FOR – making artist check out happen efficiently and effectively at the end of very 
long days! 
 

And while we are on the Sullivan’s – Jim and our Fire Fighters were amaz-
ing support all over the fair – Little kids hardly had time to be “lost” before 
they were swooped up and returned to parents. Firefighters handled emer-
gencies, and even cleaning up.  
THANK YOU JIM AND OUR FIREFIGHTERS for keeping us safe!  
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Grounds -- Larry Mann and Bill Alan keep our grounds clean and safe. They make sure that fences are 
up, debris is removed, essential equipment is brought in and many other things. You could see “men with 
gloves” walking around frequently, fixing, changing, shaping. But the star of the show this year was the 
Porta Potties (No misters needed this year. Remember the heat and misters last year?) We had so many 
compliments about how clean our Porta Potties were and one tiny patron said, “Mommy, they smell like 
roses.” Bill Alan gets additional credit for a second new T-info Booth and T-info is hoping to complete 
their set of three next year. How about it Bill? THANK YOU LARRY AND BILL for making our grounds 
functional, safe and clean!  
 

Kiddie Hollow – a family affair! We missed Pat Mann’s physical presence this year but she was there in 
spirit and her family took over for her. Kiddie Hollow remains a star of our Fair with parents and with kids. 
During the Fair, a mom came up and was told that $4.00 would buy 14 tickets and cover all the activities. 
She said you mean her kid could do all this as she gestured to the various craft stations? She was dum-
founded by the deal. THANK YOU PAT for making little kids and their parents happy! 
 

Zero Waste – Ken McIntire and Linda Hennessey -- Our 55th was hard this 
year for our zero waste effort. Until recently, China has taken about 55% of 
the world's waste paper for recycling. They have been taking most of the US's 
recyclable waste materials for 28 years. Now they want to reduce pollution in 
their own country, and use their own waste materials rather than importing 
them. (Imagine that!) Additionally, China now requires that all recycling prod-
ucts contain very little contamination, a real challenge for the Cook Shack. 
Ken and Linda worked with their team to adapt to those changes. Linda’s 
comment was we need to change from “wishful recycling” to real recycling. 

THANK YOU LINDA AND KEN for making Zero Waste move from wishful recycling ever closer to com-
plete recycling! 
 

Booth Sitting -- Jeanne and Sarah Carlson have booth sitting down to a science. In addition to staying 
in touch with artist through cell phones and walkie-talkies, Sarah was all over the Art Fair helping the art-
ists and making sure they all had booth sitters and other supports when they needed them.  Jeanne is 
passing the Booth Sitting Chair job on to Amber Steele but Sarah has agreed to continue working with 
Amber to deliver our excellent service. THANK YOU JEANNE AND SARAH for supporting our artists and 
making them happy! 
 

Volunteer Coordinator -- Patty O’Connell continues to be our overall Volunteer Coordinator. She is 
there the three days of the Fair and is always willing to pitch in. Patty also helped create The Photo   
Project generously sharing her knowledge of past volunteers. If you have not seen it, be sure to check it 
out next time you are at the Community Center. There were lots of folks looking at it during Art Fair. 
THANK YOU PATTY for past and present volunteers! 
 

Artist Check In – Pat Wurster staffs the main desk at artist check in and it is a very smooth. THANK 
YOU PAT for making sure our artists are checked in!  
 

Mountain Artists – Bow Panos organizes our small group of Mountain Artists whom we greatly appreci-
ate. This year it was a smaller group than usual but also we had some new residents who are artists and 
who joined the Fair. Rumor has it that some of our old artists will be back next year. THANK YOU BOW 
for making Mountain Artist a special enclave in our Fair! 
 

Social Chair – Shannon Kromat certainly deserves a nod for her contribution this year keeping our won-
derful team of Committee Chairs fed and happy throughout the year. And yes, you can see her volunteer-
ing everywhere. THANK YOU SHANNON for keeping us fed and happy all year! 
 

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? Stay tuned. We need to reconcile our expenses, pay for our upgrades and 
add up our revenues. How much will we have to pay for our new fire engine? We will have final results in 
the November Echo but for now – GOOD JOB, record breaking year!!!  
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What Artists Had to Say about Our 2018 Kings Mountain Art Fair 
 

The 2018 show was a roaring success by many measures. 
Your editor, however, is most proud of how the artists view our 
show and community. Artist Liaison Chair, Carrie German, 
kindly shared some of the messages received from juried artists 
in the weeks following Art Fair. I hope these comments will 
make you proud as well. The bottom line is that professional art-
ists know how much work is required to stage a show of our 
size. However, more than anything, they notice the support 
Kings Mountain volunteers make above and beyond satisfying 
mere “requirements.” They feel appreciated themselves and in 
turn, appreciate our volunteers very much. Here is a selection of artist comments: 

 

I appreciate all the hard work and organization that all of you do. This makes your show my favorite. I 
love coming up among the trees and nice people. It’s so relaxing and fun. Thank you again for all 
that you do. Kathy Caldwell (jeweler) 

Wow! Thank you for another magnificent Art Fair! You all truly out-did yourselves this year. As always, 
the volunteers were lovely, the event was extremely well-organized, and the crowd was joyfully sup-
porting the artists – from our view – better than ever! Thanks for welcoming us into your sweet com-
munity. Thanks again for hosting this show; it is our #1 favorite show of the year! Cheers, Ryan 
Spangler & Emily Brummond (jewelers) 

Thank you for inviting me back to Kings Mountain and my spot on the porch was PERFECT! Sandy 
Brown (ceramics) 

Thank you for making KMAF such a wonderful show to be a part of. During the last 12 years, I have par-
ticipated in several fine art festivals and have never come across such a devoted and synchronized 
group of volunteers as you have at Kings Mountain. You have curated an exceptional show. Please 
share my appreciation with everyone! Wendy Salin (sculptor) 

Thank you for a wonderful 55th anniversary show! I can’t remember seeing so many people on Labor 
Day in the 8 years I’ve participated. So grateful to be a part. Thank you for all you do. Happy rest o’ 
2018! Warmest wishes, Marna Schindler (painter) 

I participated for the first time in this show. Thank you so much for inviting me to the fair. I was really 
happy for the three days in the forest. I look forward to participating next year and wish you all 
health. Sincerely Youngmo Hong (leather) 

Even though I’m very tired, as I’m sure you all are, I decided to send this message before I start getting 
involved in unpacking my truck and getting reorganized. Thank you, your organization and all the 
wonderful volunteers for a fantastic show. I was a novice when I did the 2014 KMAF show and since 
then I have done about 5 bay area shows per year including the ACC Fort Mason shows in 2017 & 
2018. The KMAF is orders of magnitude superior to all of the other shows because of the level of 
support for the artists as well as the customers. I truly enjoyed the experience. In addition, the es-
sence of your strong local community is beyond compare. Sincerely, Paul Smith (wood) 

I just wanted to thank you for presenting such an amazing show. It was run flawlessly. I believe it is a 
show that has the possibility of growing for me each year. I will definitely apply for next year. I'm 
sure all first-timers to KMAF are just in awe of the beauty of that area. I was totally unprepared for 
the emotions I felt there. Many thanks, Pamela Whitlock (clothing) 

I just wanted to write and thank you all for putting on such a beautiful event. I loved my location near the 
music at the bottom of the hill, felt very warmly received by the crowd, and recorded my best sales 
to date! Thanks again so much for inviting me to participate this year. You can expect to see an ap-
plication from me next year and probably every year thereafter. Stuart Ratcliff (painter) 

Thank you for a wonderful experience. It was an amazing show. Just warmed up our hearts to see so 
much dedication and caring. Thanks again, Jannat Saxena (wood) 

Thank you for another wonderful art festival. Your hard work really pays off and really makes a differ-
ence for your community and for us artists who participate. Thank you so much for all you do for us 
artists - it means a lot. The show was spectacular this year - thanks to you! Sincerely, Jeff Owen 
(sculptor) 
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Thank you! Thank You! Thank you to all you Awesome Cook Shackers! Together you served so many cus-
tomers, artists, and volunteers and always with a smile! It started with many of you coming for the unloading of 
the delivery truck on Thursday. Prep cooking and corn husking was long day, but you stepped up as always to 
make it happen. Through all three days of the fair, you kept up the positive energy that keeps the food coming 
and the customers happy, even as the food ran out on Monday! After a busy weekend many of you showed up to 
help cleanup on Tuesday help and put the cookshack to bed.  

Here’s the long list of our dedicated volunteers: Robert Tucker, Marty Phelps, Jerry O’Connell, Jeff Brown, 
John Samish, Rob Robinson, Emily Dellinger, Nancy Spain, David Larson, Ken Williamson, Bob Simmons, Sarah 
Phelps, Hailey Winnen, Bill Spain, Barb Heydorn, Emma Williamson, Chris Reynolds, Ted Zayner, Lisa Betlem, 
Paul Betlem, Paul Barulich, Rachel Cape, Alec Oswald, Kaylani, Gabriel, Lucy Leigh, Ben, John Houseman, 
John’s Friend Eileen, Michele Covel, Kara Bensley, Sofia and Morgan Marburger, Ann Sigmond, Cathy Cohen, 
Nick Alafouzos, Jeff Birdwell, Jonathan, Holly Winnen, Julie Parsonnet, John Marburger, Jason Cissell, Kelly 
Sanderson, Larry Sanderson, Jon Fredrikson, Craig Culver, Suzanne Greenberg, Sandy Shapero, Amber Steele, 

Lynsey Hemstreet, Valerie Trenter, Rik, Daniel Soult, Diane Rich, 
Maria King, Mitchell King, Maddie King, Ellen Lowenstein, Sarah 
Carlson, Steev Dinkins, Julia Simmons, Charlie Curwen, Bill Ruehl, 
Ashlyn Cissell, Sierra Cissell, Camille Thayer, Aidan Thayer, 
Tamar Deutsch, Emilia, Simi Deutsch, Logan Rockmore, Ella, 
Steve Jones, Valerie Jones, Jake Lopez, Eric Soult, Joaquim Bye, 
Jenn Soult, Deb Soult, Greg, Naomi, Zoe Runnings, Bev Ander-
son, Kara Rosenberg, Cindy Oldham, Heather Huddleston, Cami 

Bye, Zoe, Sage Huddleston, Hutch Huddleston, Michelle, Ewen and Kate, Tanner Bye, Bill Rosenberg, Angela 
Bye, Torey Benoit, Sam Huddleston, Taj Polonchek, Luke Polonchek, Xavia, Andrew Williamson, Chris Spano, 
Joe Lopez, Andrew Dellinger, Sean Fender, Corey Stanley, Jean Turri, Jennifer Turri, Yumi Romano, MaryAnn, 
Bill Carlson, Lisa Spano, Duncan, Jeremy Lopez, Rocky Rockmore, Chaylee Tensfeldt, Bobby Simmons, Joel 
Slater, Allan Bruce, Marla Lowenthal, Katy Jordan, Andrea Grek, Sacha`, Chrissy Kemling, Shannon Kromat, 
Patrick Winnen, Miranda Vazquez, Taylor Geranios, Dante Razzini, Brain Zorfas, Connor, Lauren Zorfas, Cathy 
Lau, Anne Ken, Natalie Ken, Lena Lane, Freda Bowman, Logan Chu, Erin Miller, Jack, Josh Bird, Joe Cocotti, 
Marcia Rudd, Keith Anderson, Heather Winnen, Sam Hoon, Alex Reis, Connor Kemling, Carrie German, Steve 
Johnson, Joey, Nealan, Kim Ward, Linda Elliott, Michelle Thayer, Marilyn Alafouzos, Carol Madson, Eileen 
Fredrikson, David Morrison Sumit Roy, Ellenor, Penny, Jovan Townsley, Spencer, Tucker, Scott Dunlap, JR 
Elpers, Ann, Bill Allen, Larry Mann, Chris Norling, Tim German, Paige and her friends and Patty O’Connell and 
all the kids who just showed up throughout the weekend and helped us keep everything moving! 

We can’t thank everyone enough for volunteering and for all that you do to make the cookshack a success 
from the beginning to the end of a very busy Art Fair! 

Cindy Phelps, Marty Eisenberg, Ted Thayer and Betsy Rix  
 

BOOTH SITTER VOLUNTEERS 
In addition to the perfect weather that we enjoyed at this year's Art Fair, we had a perfect team of booth sitters 

attending to the needs of our artists! The booth sitting service that we provide to our artists sets our fair apart 
from others and the artists truly appreciate it. Thank you for your hard work, cheerful attitude, and willingness to 
help with any and all requests! We were busier than ever this year! I recorded about 30 texts for booth sitting 
each day of the fair and I am sure that you fulfilled lots of other requests as you roamed the fair. As booth sitters 
we succeeded in having a "no complaint fair", which means that we were there to help when artists needed us. 
That's awesome! 

Thanks for being part of the booth sitting team! We hope that you'll be able to join the team again next year. 
Everyone did a terrific job and made a significant contribution to the success of this year's fair! 

Our sincere thanks go to: Jan Ruby, Mary Aiken, Marci Burton, Hyemyoung Kim, Nancy Stern, Jeff Crofton, 
Carol Culver, Hal Segelstav, Steve Ellen, Stacy Trevenon, Doug Trevenon, Roberta Wentzel-Walter, Jan 
Lundberg, Kathy Kennedy-Miller, Claudia Fung, Mike Lampell, Lisa Buan, Jim McKibben, Judy McKibben, Laura 
Amador, Majda Jones, Andrea Scarpetta, Alec Oswald, Lisa Spano, Kian Gosling, Barb Heydorn, Amber Steele, 
Stev Dinkins, Jean Farmwald, Kara Rosenberg, Bill Carlson, Bari Halperin, and Caitlin Noel. You are the best! 
Thank you!                                                 Jeanne and Sarah Carlson 

COOKSHACK AND PANTRY VOLUNTEERS 
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Upper Beverage Booth 
A big thank you to all of you who volunteered to work the two beverage 

booths. I have to admit that this year was a lot easier than that of 2017 
where the temperatures hit, and I could be exaggerating a little, 120          
degrees. At least that is what it felt like. Running out of ice, foaming beer, 
melting cups. Yes I remember 2017 fondly. 

This year the planets aligned for quite possibly a perfect art fair, fabu-
lous weather, and lots of thirsty people. Of the 38 kegs of beer that were  
ordered 35 were drained (each keg is good for about 122 pints of beer). All 
of the Chardonnay was sold ... an art fair first. 

I have a special thanks to Andrea and Steve of Creek Trail. They have 
worked all three days as well as back-to-back shifts for a few years. Sadly they will be moving off the mountain 
when the sale of their beautiful home is completed. I wish them well in their new adventure. 

Very special thanks to James Geranios aka “Beer Man”, and yes Beer Man wears a cape. James worked all 
three days, ten hours each day. Could not have done it without you! 

And last but not least, my unbound appreciation and sincere thanks to Alan Tubbs and Andrew Anker who 
take care of the lower Beverage Booth. We could not do it with out the two of you either! 

Okay, time to roll the credits: Cheers, prost, saluti, cin cin, to the following (in no particular order) who worked 
the upper beverage booth: Andrea Philliber, Steve Inman, Jan Ruby, Scot Sjostran, Jeff Brown, Ted Zayner, 
Steve Johnson, Angela and Brian Fox, Margot Knight, Nick Knight, Vibs Glade, Andy Beyer, Hank Stern, Indira 
Phukan, Jennifer Turi, Holly Winnen, Chris Ice, Diane Palme, and Jerry O'Connell. 

Lastly, thanks to the other committees and volunteers, as well as the KMVFD. Together, we create magic. 
Dennis Ruby 

 

Lower Beverage Booth 
This is the first year that I get to personally deliver thanks to the lower beverage booth volunteers. You’re a 

hardy lot of people and every year we are nothing without you! In particular, this year we introduced our brand 
new soda machine, saying goodbye to one of our two trusty soda guns and that big board of soda in the middle 
of our booth. We also moved root beer — always the foamiest and hardest to serve — into the beer line, which 
made it keg-licious good. We laughed, we cried, we spilled lots of soda and beer (and especially lemonade). 
Chris Polonchek said he felt like a lab rat as we studied all the new ways the booth worked and didn’t work. As 
long as Chris is the only rat running around our booth, we’re happy and will consider this year’s experiments to 
be a success. Expect even more next year! 

First and foremost, I want to shout out to beverage majordomos Dennis Ruby, who I believe is the original   
inventor of beer and Alan Tubbs, who has now put up with my getting in the way for about a decade. Without the 
two of you, the Art Fair would run dry. Thank you both for your service! 

And now to the most important volunteers! Alan and I would like to thank: 
***Gold Level Three Shift Club: Chris Polonchek **Silver Level Two Shift Club: J.R. Elpers, Mike Weisberg, 

Fred Johansen, Joe Rockmore, Chuck Mobraten, Linda Mobraten, John DeFiore, Jan Roletto, and Dave Miller. 
*Bronze Level One Shift Club: Nick Zontos, Amber Steele, Steev Dinkin, Katy Katzman, Dan Katzman, Vibs 
Gade, Bo Barry, Kathy Kennedy-Miller, Erin Miller, Mark Fletcher, William Rosenberg, Bill Ruehl, RJ Jennings, 
Ann Flory, and Charlie Curwen. 

After the weather challenges of the last two years, it was nice to have an Art Fair that was just right all around. 
Thanks to everyone who helped making it one of the best years ever! 

Andrew Anker 
 

ARTIST WELCOMING VOLUNTEERS 
We want to thank all of our fabulous Welcoming Committee Volunteers for your help in making this year one 

of smoothest ever of moving in all of our artists: Carolyn Adams, Angus Blackwood, Steve Ellen, JR Elpers, 
Nancy Pennington, Judith Stratos, Akira Takaishi Mitra, and Rick Woeppel 

We truly appreciate your help and hope you had a great time doing it. Thanks so much and let’s plan to do it 
again next year!  

Thalea and David Torres 

BEVERAGE BOOTH VOLUNTEERS 
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Once upon a time, there was a magical place called Kings Mountain where 
creatures, big and small, lived happily and serenely under the watchful eyes of 
the very old and very wise Redwoods. And in one special place in a hollowed-
out glen, children came to play and spin paint wheels and let their imaginations 
soar with glitter and glue. And the children were happy in this place called 
“Kiddie Hollow.” And when the children came, those very old and very wise 
Redwoods were happy too, watching over them. 

I want to express my heartfelt thanks to the throngs of you who helped in Kiddie Hollow this year. I always 
fear that that I will forget someone, so if that’s you, please forgive me and know that I am SO grateful for your 
help! This caveat is particularly germane this year as regrettably, I became ill and was unable to work for the 
three days of Art Fair. All the preparations were in place in July so we were ready to set up our “little town” but I 
simply couldn’t make it. By the grace of the universe, my son Billy, my daughter-in-law Julie, my grandchildren 
Nina and Nico (teenagers now), Julie’s mother Carol Beutler, my sidekick for 32 years, and Karen Gallinetti 
stepped in at the 11th hour. They certainly know the ropes. Needless-to-say, Billy grew up in Kiddie Hollow and 
Julie was one of my volunteers when she was 15, twenty-nine years ago. (Billy and Julie met in Kiddie Hollow) 
and she and Billy have been “workin’” it ever since so Kiddie Hollow was in the BEST of hands.  

Invaluable to the whole preparation and set-up process are Linda Elliott, Nick and Marilyn Alafouzos, Bill Allan 
and of course, my one-of-kind husband, Larry Mann. Without them, Kiddie Hollow would not get set-up at all! Of 
course, also invaluable to the smooth running of “The Hollow” are our wonderful student volunteers. This year, 
we had volunteers from the Aragon and Borel Bands, Woodside High School and Priory. Many thanks to Sandy 
Shapero for procuring the Priory kids. I know that there were many Mountain kids who helped too but again, I 
wasn’t there to get your names to thank you personally but I hear that Emily Tubbs (Don Roesch’s granddaugh-
ter) worked her little heart out. What a legacy to her grandfather who gave his heart to the Art Fair from its early 
beginnings. 

Again, I know I have left people out so please forgive me but know how much I appreciate all you hard work. 
Here’s to next year in my beloved Kiddie Hollow! 

Pat Mann 
 

ZERO WASTE VOLUNTEERS 
A thousand thanks for all the help from our Zero Waste volunteers and the intrepid kids with trays! Your en-

thusiasm, time and help to minimize the impact of so many visitors who attend the KM Art Fair is huge. Again, 
this year, (with perfect weather conditions and big crowds), we had a significant impact by diverting resources 
from landfill and educating fair visitors to our redwood forest community. 

The numbers are not in yet, but we had more bags heading to compost and recycling than we 
did to the landfill. Thank-you to all the volunteers, our great Trash Talkers and directors who 
support this effort: Eileen Kim, Hank Roth, Nick Alafouzos, Larry Mann, Indira Phukan, Jason & 
Amy Oldendorp, Jon Fredrikson, Donna Sause, Steve Ellen, Kira Gosling and friend Gaia, Jen-
nifer Wisnom, Ricky Hsu, Claudia Fung, Haley Todd, Katrin Gosling, Joan McIntire, Kevin Chu, 
Rochelle Chu, Logan Chu, Sophia Briggs and Friend Sofia, Connor Garratt, Luke Rutherford, 
Rand Grenier, Rob Hoogner, and Nathan Yoho. 

Linda Hennessey Roth and Ken McIntire 
 

IT TEAM 
The fair activity for the IT team was more “lively” than in prior years - and between power outages, on the fly 

problem solving, and high-touch artist support, we managed to get everyone through the weekend with only a 
few bumps and bruises. Since we started offering wi-fi over 5 years ago, we have seen an explosion of wi-fi de-
vices with both juried and local artists now bringing multiple devices each - including tablets, phones, laptops, 
and now wi-fi card readers of all shapes, sizes and age. Artists are also more dependent than ever on these de-
vices to transact payments which, when combined with the incredible foot traffic we had this year, puts tremen-
dous strain on the technology and the team’s ability to keep everyone connected and happy. 

We’ve got lots to work on between now and next year’s fair - which, for tech people, is a good thing. Huge 
thanks to Sumit Roy and Stan Judkins for their continued support before, during and after the fair, and special 
thanks to Diane Palme for jumping in and providing that extra personal touch for the artists. 

Chris Ice 
 
 

KIDDIE HOLLOW VOLUNTEERS 
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The marketing team has three goals: 1) Continue to bring back our longtime repeat customers - hence we 
continue our print advertising and online calendars, radio outreach, local banners and postcard drops. 2) Con-
tinue to reinforce our incredible brand: Fine Arts and Crafts under the Redwoods, Volunteerism, and Support for 
the Volunteer Fire Brigade and School - hence our focus on consistent look and feel and messaging in our ads, 
PR, communications, signage, website. 3) Continue to find and woo NEW art buying customers, the next genera-
tion of Art Fair goers and lovers. As we all know, we don’t want (and can’t support) the largest audience - we 
want the right audience. We expanded our marketing efforts via online media and advertising, particularly toward 
local Peninsula people and the South Bay. Online marketing is particularly good for targeting and measuring    
response and we’ve now spent the past few years expanding and refining our efforts for online advertising and 
event calendars.  

This year we saw big payoff from these efforts - many, many new visi-
tors to the Fair, with good art interest (and sales!), in addition to our long-
time audience. Marketing wisdom says a person may need to see “Kings 
Mountain Art Fair” 3 times before it clicks and they consider coming. It all 
works together to bring visitors to the Fair.  

And if you want to help each year, marketers also know that ‘word of 
mouth’ is the best referral anyone can have, so please continue to share 
your Facebook, Twitter and Instagram posts about the Art Fair. 

Thank you to our KMAF Marketing team for working all year long to 
bring “great customers” to the Fair.  Thanks to our core marketing team: 
Carrie German for continuing to innovate while making the postcard increasingly artistic and beautiful and im-
proving our co-marketing efforts with the artists. Cindy Oldham for thoughtfully and creatively expanding and fine-
tuning our ad campaign to deliver new and interesting customers. Sheena Mawson for bravely taking the Art Fair 
into new galaxies of social media and helping us bring new and different visitors to the Fair (while effortlessly 
having a new baby and mothering the other 3!). Meta Townsley for coming onboard fast and doing a masterful 
job by getting the Fair on every important event calendar, featured in radio spots, and getting fantastic newspa-
per articles and coverage. Dawn Neisser who provides intelligent and invaluable help as we try to make the best 
marketing decisions for the Fair and for another fantastic day of eight Livestream videos (all available to view on 
our Art Fair Facebook page (look under videos). 

Special thanks to: Logan Rockmore for his expert and always cheerful updating of our website; Kathy Ken-
nedy-Miller for making sure our banners fly high everywhere and signs show them the way to the Fair; Stacey 
McCarthy, Marlene Stern, and Liz Gannes for helping support the marketing effort with their fantastic Info Center/
T-shirt team; Kate Rouch for donating her assistance, Facebook credits and Facebook ad placements to the Fair; 
Liz Gannes and another (anonymous) Google KM employee who donated their employee charitable ad credits; 
Tim German for hanging KMAF banners since the beginning of time; Nick Kromat and Hank Stern for letting us 
put a little social media encouragement on those trolleys; all the Kings Mountain residents who invited their 
friends and family to come, handed out postcards, posted on social media and everything else to get customers 
to the Fair!                                                            

Sandy Shapero 
 

 

DIRECTIONAL SIGNS “FINDING THE FAIR” VOLUNTEERS 
This year we added four new signs thanks to Dawn Neisser (ordering), Corinne and Dale Ruokangas (sign 

prep including arrow making and adding the velcro so the arrows would stick) and Dave Miller (weighing them 
down with sand so they don't blow away). All of these as well as the usual signs were displayed.  

The following people put out the signs from Hwy 1 in Half Moon Bay to the Alameda in Palo Alto and every-
where in between. Chris Norling, Kara Bensley, Rob Kubiak, Dave Miller and Kathy Kennedy-Miller. If you lived 
in Atherton, Redwood City, Woodside, Portola Valley, Half Moon Bay, San Mateo or La Honda, the Art Fair was 
easy to find.  

It takes a village but every year lots of new people come to the fair because of the directional signs and lots of 
people who have been "coming for years" are reminded that this is the weekend to come to Kings Mountain for 
the Art Fair. Thanks to all.                              

 Kathy Kennedy-Miller 

MARKETING VOLUNTEERS 
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What a phenomenal year! New artists, tons of new fairgoers, new neighbors and new volunteers. We had a 
blast in the T-info (t-shirts + information) Center and could not have done it without so many friends and 
neighbors including the addition of so many great new faces to the mountain. Not only did we welcome what we 
think were record crowds, volunteers helped remind visitors to share their selfies, make record donations and en-
ter the raffle so that our marketing team can reach out again each year from now on. We also sold a record high 
number for t-shirts. 

We appreciated everyone jumping in, working together and adding to the positive ex-
perience for our patrons. Alma Fletcher, Amber Steele++, Becky Holland: T-shirt De-
signer 2018, Betty Johnson++, Bill Goebner, Cheri Buffa, Chris Norling, Christina 
McPherson, Claudia Fung*, Darcie Ellyne++, Dave Perrone++, Dawn Neisser, Donna 
Constantinides, Donna Sause*, Eileen Fredrikson, Erica Fredrikson, Erin Bixler 
Baumgartner, Frank Adams, Heather Winnen, Holly Winnen, Ian McPherson, Jean Bar-
bari, Jean Turri, Jennifer Varma, Jeremy Stern, Joanne Howard, Jon Fredrikson, Karen 
Morrison, Kathy Shubin++, Kilene Lewis, Kim Ohlund++, Kim Ward, Lance Fung, Laura 
Mason, Laurie Poeschl, Lindsay Littler Chiarello*++, Lisa Buan*++, Lisa Thorsen-Spano, 
Liz Gannes, Maria Johnson, Marian Fung, Meta Townsley++, Mike Lampell++, Mike 
Nowak, Nancy Emro, Pat Wurster++, Peter Greenberg, Rachel Dawes, Rocky Rockmore, Russell, Sandy Shap-
ero++, Shannon Kromat, Soraya Orumchian, Steev Dinkins, Steve Johnson++, and Suzanne Greenberg++.  
(*new to the mountain - If you haven’t met these folks – please welcome them! ++ - took double shifts.) 

Extra kudos to Kathy Shubin, who in addition to signing up for 3 shifts, was on call when anyone couldn’t 
make their shift and to Meta Townsend for being the "super" t-shirt volunteer. She showed up for extra shifts, 
trained newbies and was there for the end of the fair inventory. 

A special thanks to the whole ops team who sets us up each year and to Bill Allen who has built us two new 
phenomenally beautiful info center bars. It has really upped our game! And a shout out to Liz Gannes who joined 
to help pull it all together and recruit the bulk of our new volunteers!      

We’ll be looking at all the suggestions you shared and see what we can do about them for next year’s fair! 
Finally, many of you know the shifts you’d like for next year. Feel free to let Marlene or Stacy know if you 

know when you’d like to volunteer next year – you rock! Warm regards and hopes for a phenomenal rest of 2018. 
Marlene Stern and Stacy McCarthy 

 

POPCORN TEAM VOLUNTEERS 
This year the awesome pre-teens and teens of Kings Mountain sold more than $3,200 worth of popcorn, up 

from our previous high of $2,400. At roughly $2 a bag, with a lot of it given away to volunteers, that's a LOT of 
popcorn. Much of the increase was due to some of the kids’ great ideas. When we 
had too many volunteers, Daniel Soult suggested we start a mobile popcorn 
booth, and people loved it. We ran it 2 hours a day during the lunch rush but by 
Monday it was clocking more hours. To support the need for more popcorn, one 
teen tried popping two bags of popcorn in the cooker at a time, and it worked. We 
learned you could have two people bagging popcorn at the same time, one bag-
ging for the customers and one preparing more popcorn for the mobile popcorn 
booth. One morning Popcorn lead, Erin Miller, started the popcorn machine up a 
little early and we learned that the second breakfast closes, people want some-
thing to eat and they were happy to buy popcorn. By Monday afternoon, with 

Cookies sold out and the food shack down to serving PB&J sandwiches, we were still popping. So it was a good 
year!  

Thank you: Lucas Hornstein, Josh Gross, Kalel Gross, Emily Tubbs, Kira Gosling, Taylor Geraivios, Wyatt 
Brians, Petra Beltran, Camryn Bye, Zoe Widerhold, Luke Polenchek, Joey Valtone, Cleo Hardin & friend Olivia, 
Nimah Dawes, Cassidy Brians, Danielt Soult, Jack Pedersen, Eleanor Newhall, Taj Polonchek, Maya Sanderson, 
Morgan Marburger, Sofia Marbuger, Cassidy Blackwood, Helen Greenwood, Sopie Dunlap, Anica Schonberger. 
There were more of you who showed up and I didn't catch your names but thank you too!  Special thanks to Pop-
corn lead Erin Miller who calmly trained the "newbies" all weekend and her dad Dave who cleaned the greasy 
popcorn kettle afterwards so it actually gleams. 

Kathy Kennedy-Miller 

T-INFO CENTER VOLUNTEERS 
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Art Fair 2018 was another example of the special nature of the community that we enjoy here on Kings Moun-
tain and Bill and I would like to express our heartfelt thanks to all of you who made it possible. I would personally 
like to express my appreciation to Bill Allan and everyone for filling in for me as my arm injury prevented me from 
fully participating but still able to watch from the sidelines. 

Tim German, your yearly efforts preparing for anything that comes our way before, during and after are for 
most of us unknown but truly appreciated. You truly give power to the event. Chris Norling, the picnic tables 
looked better than ever and the days and hours that you put into what most of us don’t notice or understand the 
process is truly appreciated. Nick Alafouzous, you are the “best of the best.” You are such a giving person, look-
ing ahead to each task and making sure that if any of us need a hand you are there to get it done, always one 
step ahead of the issue to make sure the job got done right. Norm Jenkins and Susan Ayers - not only are you 
loved for being my brother and sister but for taking on the task of keeping the restrooms in order throughout the 
event. Hank Roth, Kevin Cunningham, Andrew Williamson, Joe “Rocky” Rockmore, David Morrison, The Zero 
Waste Crew and all of you “unmentioned” who helped with the event from opening to closing, your efforts con-
tinue to make Kings Mountain the special place we all love. 

Larry Mann and Bill Allan 
 

KINGS MOUNTAIN ART FAIR SHUTTLE 
A big thanks to the Art Fair Shuttle Volunteers: Beverly Scott, Elliot Shubin, Nick Zontos, 

Jon Fredrikson, David Morrison, Marty Johnson, Hank Roth, Dave Reed, Chris Spano, Jack 
Rix, Anders Holvick-Thomas, Jeff Birdwell, Kevin Keenan, Ian McPherson, Rocky Joe Rock-
more (nostalgic tour of duty), Chris Norling (Parking Guru Emeritus), Scott Dunlap, Chris 
Reynolds, and Dennis Ruby. 

Our 19 volunteers covered over 40 shifts of flawless transportation, greeting, and hospi-
tality services.  Once again, this lucky team got the best gig going in the art fair, as they got 
to hang their heads out the cable car windows (kind of like happy dogs) to breath the fresh 
mountain air all weekend long! On all three days, we had 3 trolleys running at once, with 
barely a line waiting for more than the next trolley coming down the road. 

Thank you for a truly team effort.  
Nick Kromat and Hank Stern 

 

SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO ART FAIR TREASURER LISA PARRAL 
After 14 years of service to the Kings Mountain Art Fair and Board, Lisa Parral is retiring as our treasurer. Lisa 

has been our “rock”. We have been able to stand on solid ground because of her commitment to this important 
job. Her warmth and sparkle have created easy conversations throughout our funding questions and challenges. 
She has given generously of her time and has brought clarity to our finances at every Board meeting and be-
yond. She has spent many hours at the Art Fair each year tallying our money and safeguarding our funds. 

Lisa was honored at our Chair Dinner the Saturday night after Art Fair at which Marty 
Phelps, Art Fair Board Chair noted that millions of dollars (revenue and expenses) have 
passed through Lisa’s hands and our trust in her has been absolute. Lisa also has served 
as the Art Fair representative to our Community Investment Advisory Committee where the 
Fire Board, Art Fair Board and the Kings Mountain Parents come together to invest and 
protect our funds. 

As a final act, Lisa has helped recruit Jeanne Carlson as our new treasurer and will train 
Jeanne over the next few weeks. We know Jeanne will do an excellent job building on the 
foundation that Lisa has provided. 

Thank you, Lisa, for all you have done for the Kings Mountain Art Fair! 
                                                                              Bev Abbott, E.D. 

 
 

GROUNDS VOLUNTEERS 
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MINUTES OF THE KMVFB MEETING September 11, 2018 

 
ATTENDANCE:  Jon Fredrikson, Valerie Trenter, Joe Rockmore, Anna Rosch-Tubbs, Tim 
Naylor, Julia Phillips, Chris Polonchek, Jim Sullivan, Tim German, Frank Adams, Bill 
Goebner, and Kathy Shubin.  

 
Board President Jon Fredrikson called the KMVFB meeting to order at 7:31 pm.  
 
SECRETARY’S REPORT: The Board approved the minutes of the prior meeting of August 14, 
2018. 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT:  Anna Rosch-Tubbs reported that a major donation just was 
received from a community member and that it will be matched 2:1 by his employer. 
 
BUILDING MANAGER’S REPORT: Kathy Shubin reported the following uses of the 
Community Center in August 2018: 
 

Exercise/Dance Classes 10
Monthly Community Board Meetings 5
KMVFB Training & Maintenance 11
Community Events/Parties 2
Private Events/Parties 0

TOTAL USES FOR THE MONTH 28
  
FIRE CHIEF’S REPORT: August 2018 
 

Medical aid 10 Vehicle accident 9 
Public assist 0 Firefighter standby 0 
Vehicle fire  0 Smoke check 7 
Structure fire 0 Vegetation fire 2 
Hazardous materials 0 Rescue 0 
Cover assignment 0 Alarm sounding 1 
Water tender group response  1 Trash fire 2 
TOTAL # RESPONSES FOR 
THE MONTH 

32 AVERAGE # OF 
RESPONDERS 

4.3 
 

Number of incidents with no  
Volunteer response:    

2   
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OLD BUSINESS:  
 
SFPUC Radio Tower Replacement & Lease: The SFPUC visited the property on September 
10, 2018 to review alternative locations for a possible replacement radio tower.  
The board inspected the proposed location site and will await the SFPUC proposal and plans. 
 
Memo of Understanding KMEP/KMVFB: Still in development. 
 
Kings Mountain Emergency Response Revitalization: Several small neighborhood 
meetings have been conducted and the KMEP Steering Committee will reconvene soon to 
discuss the next steps for the entire community.  
 
Fire Department interface with KMEP during emergencies: Still in the development 
phase. 
 
Emergency Radio Test: Bill Goebner, Frank Adams and Darrin Jewell are testing several 
emergency radios. 
 
NEW BUSINESS:  None. 
 
MEETING ADJOURNED at 7:51 pm   
 
NEXT MEETING:  October 9, 2018 at 7:30 pm 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

itÄxÜ|x gÜxÇàxÜ / Secretary 
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Seventeen Kings Mountain Residents Learn CPR 
 

Seventeen neighbors attended an American Heart Association "Family and 
Friends" CPR class at the CC on September 27. Steve Johnson, a retired Kings 
Mountain Firefighter was the head instructor. He was assisted by Kings Mountain 
Firefighters Hank Stern and Kelly Sanderson, and La Honda's Kathleen Bevin, a re-
tired Stanford Flight Nurse. Steve kindly sent the Echo this summary about the 
class:  

Students learned how to perform CPR on adults, 
children and infants. They also learned how to operate 
an AED - Automatic External Defibrillator, used to treat a 
patient with an irregular heartbeat. The students got to 
practice on both adult and infant manikins. They left the 
class well prepared to deal with cardiac emergencies as 
well as choking problems.  

Another important subject covered was how to use 
the 911 system and the importance of having your house 
number clearly displayed to assist emergency respond-
ers in finding you. There is an app called PulsePoint 
(Google it) that can help find the nearest AED as well as 
get information in real time on emergency calls in your 
area. There is an AED in the Kings Mountain Community 
Center. 

Overall, a good and useful time was had by all. Now, 17 more mountain 
neighbors have the skills needed to save lives with CPR! 

A more extensive "Heartsaver" CPR class is planned for April 2019. Watch the 
Echo for the date and time and plan to be there. 
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CAL FIRE Bans Outdoor Burning 
 
Dear Kings Mountain Residents, 
 

As of Tuesday, September 11, 2018 the California Department 
of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) San Mateo – Santa 
Cruz Unit has banned all outdoor burning. 

This is due to the extreme menace of destruction by fire to life, 
improved property and natural resources caused by critical fire 
weather, acute dryness of vegetation and fire suppression forces 
being heavily committed to control fires within Northern California. 

This ban affects all state responsibility area lands within the 
counties of San Mateo and Santa Cruz and all CAL FIRE contract areas within same 
counties. 

All campfires, open pit fires, open pit cooking fires, warming fires and ceremonial 
burns are prohibited. 
 
The only exception would be a fire with all of the following protection measures: 
• Completely contained in a metal or ceramic fire pit no larger than 18” wide and 12” 
deep 
• Completely covered by a ¼” or smaller mesh screen 
• 10’ of bare mineral soil clearance around the pit 
• No flames taller than 12” 
• In a designated campfire area with written permission of the landowner 
• Under the direct supervision of an adult having appropriate fire suppression tools in-
cluding water. 
 

Keep in mind, now is the time to start planning your defensible space around 
your home for next year’s fire season. This will allow adequate time to obtain the 
tools and other resources needed to adequately prepare your property during the wet 
season. 

For more information visit: www.PreventWildfireCA.org or www.fire.ca.gov. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Hank Stern, Assistant Chief 
Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Department 
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KMA Authors Forum—Doniga Markegard 
Discussing her book: Dawn Again, Tracking the Wisdom of the Wild 

 

Thursday Evening, October 26, 7:00 pm at the KMCC 
 

The 2018 KMA Author Forum series closes with a much-anticipated appearance by 
Doniga Markegard, discussing her highly praised book, Dawn Again, Tracking the Wisdom 
of the Wild. Anyone interested in the thoughtful preservation of our earth, (pretty much 
everyone on Kings Mountain), will be inspired and challenged by Doniga’s remarkable 
story. Don’t miss this opportunity to hear her speak. 

Published in November 2017, Dawn Again traces Doniga’s   
unusual journey from a teenager seeking direction and meaning, to 
becoming a permaculture expert, and pioneering advocate of       
regenerative farming. Along the way, she writes about opting to    
attend Wilderness Immersion School instead of traditional high 
school. She studied with Lakota elder Gilbert Tatanka Mani, whose 
“seven sacred principals” inform her environmental work and advo-
cacy today. She was mentored by leading wildlife trackers and 
spent years alone and with a small group of passionate youth in the 
Western Washington Wilderness, immersing in nature, bird lan-
guage, survival skills and tracking wolves and other predators. She 
is featured at the Exploratorium Museum in San Francisco in an  
exhibit demonstrating the listening skills needed by trackers.  

Doniga studied wholistic management in college. Today, she lives near Pescadero, 
where she and husband Erik co-own Markegard Family Grass-Fed ranch, raising grass-fed 
beef, lamb, pastured pork, chicken and dairy and supplying Bay Area consumers with     

local, nutrient dense foods. Their wholistic farming company leases 
around 8,000 acres from various conservation partners including land 
trusts, government agencies and private owners. This collaboration 
seeks to regenerate the soil and foster abundant wildlife on each 
property through ranching practices that build soil, sequester carbon, 
capture and purify water and enhance habitat. Explaining the per-
maculture cycle in an interview, Doniga said, “Healthy soil is key. 

Grasslands cover 45% of landmass worldwide and need to be preserved.” She quoted 
FDR, “a nation that destroys its soil, destroys itself.”  

The many excellent reviews of Dawn Again include these: 
Markegard ably describes her romance with Erik, their marriage and life together on 

the land. But it is her experiences as a tracker in the wilds that makes her book, Dawn 
Again…riveting reading. Huffington Post 

The most powerful and important book I've read this year? No question. Markegard's 
memoir traces her beginnings from wildlife tracking to a more concerted effort of support 
and practical advice for wilderness education and living wisely on this planet. Through it 
all, her voice rings clearly for teaching about the earth, about the wildlife on it, and living  
responsibly and well. Throughout the book, she raises questions about humanity, and how 
we can live well, tending our earth and ourselves. Global Educators 

This book was amazing! Beautifully written in a true story-tellers voice. A great life 
story intertwined with a loving book on indigenous culture, the planet and the human and 
non-human animals we share it with. Amazon Reader review 

Join us for a fascinating evening with thought leader, Doniga Markegard. 
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KMA Board Meeting Minutes 
September 12th, 2018 

Call To Order:  7:04 pm. 

Attendance:  Board members present:  Jenn Soult, Eric Soult, Cindy Oldham, Amber Steele, 
and Marlene Stern. Absent: Betsy Rix. 

 

Secretary’s Report: none. 

Treasurer’s Report:  Balanced. Receipts for Summer BBQ turned in and checks written. 

Public Notices: Road work on Skyline and 92 through 11-11, plan for delays. 

Guests: no walk ins. 

Old Business:  

• Nextdoor – Amber will head effort regarding a name change, boundaries update. seek 
additional neighborhood leads, supply input to The Echo. 

New Business:  

• Welcome Kit Update – The Welcome package is used to welcome, inform & recruit new 
residents to KMA membership.  An updated package is in progress.  KMA half-page info for 
Echo also in progress should cover member benefits, dues and payment dates.  Please 
send your great tips for new neighbors to the KMA Board for updates! Tagline/Mission 
Statement also needs updating. An updated KMA logo should also be considered. 

• Replacement of Board Member: Holly Winnen offered to replace Andrea who moved 
abroad. The candidate was approved unanimously.   

• Board Composition: Recent research revealed the board should be 8 persons, 4 directors, 
4 members. Therefore, after replacing Andrea, KMA needs one more volunteer for this 
year. We have had another long-term resident express interest and we will contact her 
before the next meeting. If any other resident would like to volunteer to be the 8th board 
member, please contact a current board member. 

• Annual Audit – what does audit look like in past? Steve Johnson formerly provided a report 
for Echo. Treasure will reach out to ask him for his help. 

• KMA’s Author Night Friday, October 26th.  Author Night will feature Doniga Markegard.  
Information about the event will be on the KMA Facebook page. 

• Kathy Shubin informed us the Center is not available for the regularly scheduled board 
meeting, so it has been moved to Oct. 17th. The new date has been reserved. 

• Update on KAMPS: very wonderful new representative and they offered a very nice 
agreement of 85 cents. They will change tanks over for free. They will install a new SMART 
System that will automatically let them know when tanks are low so you don’t need to 
schedule or worry about running out. While KAMPS has been very responsive, Amerigas 
has not. The board voted and approved the KAMPS offer, none opposed.  
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• HALLOWEEN:-Pat Mann will come to the next meeting to finalize party activity plans. 
o Piñata, with extra bags of candy 
o Plan to come at 4:30 to help set up 
o Board & volunteers clean Up 
o Door person needed 
o Six Stations – one or two people per activity, 
o Bean bag toss 
o Squirt candle out with water gun 
o Play games = get raffle tickets 
o Give away table with tickets 
o Alma’s gift table 
o We need Inventory of beverages in advance 
o Betsy does mulled wine 
o People bring desserts, snacks. We are asking people with last names A-L to 

bring appetizers and M-Z desserts.  
o Photographer? Invite Goebner 
o Larry & Pat have Halloween CD 
o 35+ kids 
o spooky pokey 
o costume parade 
o Setup crew time needs to be confirmed with Pat and Larry Mann 
o Anyone have a smoke/dry ice machine we would put at the doorway? 
 

Meeting Adjourned: 8:07pm  
 

Next Meeting is October 17th at 7:00 pm at the Community Center. Everyone is welcome! 

 

Join the Kings Mountain Association! 
You’ll be Eligible to Buy Propane from Kamps at Discounted Prices 
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The KMA Has Negotiated a New Propane Supplier Contract 
 

ATTENTION: Kings Mountain Association Members, from Jenn Soult, KMA Board President 
 

Over the years, the Kings Mountain Association has held various contracts/service agreements with pro-
pane providers who deliver to the mountain. The two most recent agreements on record (Amerigas, 
KAMPS) have expired. THE BAD NEWS: Amerigas declined to renew their agreement with KMA, declin-
ing the opportunity to even discuss a future agreement. THE GOOD NEWS: Kamps Propane proposed 
a new three year agreement with KMA, the KMA board voted and approved the agreement and all KMA 
members whose membership is in good standing (annual dues paid) will be eligible to take advantage of 
the reduced pricing. Reminder: Your KMA Membership is $25, due annually. 
 

The highlights of our new service agreement with KAMPS include: 
• SMART system fuel monitors in all homes with cellular coverage or landline phone service (no charge 

for installation and no monthly fees). The SMART System allows KAMPS to monitor the fuel level in 
a tank and automatically schedule delivery when the level drops below 30%. 

• Routed delivery for the most reliable service available. 
• Fully trained and professionally uniformed staff. 
• Auto payment, credit card, or e-check payment online, in-person or over the phone. 
• System maintenance and repairs (qualified technicians available to convert appliances to propane at a 

rate of $125/ hour plus parts). 
• Free propane tank installation with any new service. 
• After hours hotline for any emergencies (call our office during the day time for all emergencies) 
• No other discounts can be applied or used in combination with this agreement. 
 

The pricing plan for your propane and related equipment are as follows: 
Tank Rental Fees  
250 gallon tank - $65.00/year (1st year free);  
500 gallon tank - $85.00/year (1st year free) 
1000 gallon tank - $125.00/yr. (1st year free) 
 

Propane Costs 
Kamps will charge KMA members $0.850 over their laid-in cost from Bay Area Refineries. Currently, 
their cost is $1.070, so the price to KMA members is $1.92. This pricing will stay in effect for three years, 
in an agreement signed by board effective Oct 1. 
 

Terms 
All new accounts will be required to have a credit application on file with Kamps Propane. Payment 
terms for all credit-approved routed customers are net 30 days in order to keep low pricing. There will be 
No CHARGE to change out tanks due to downsize or upsize. Kamps will provide a free safety inspection 
and leak test prior to every new installation. If during an inspection it is determined that the customer’s 
gas system does not meet applicable codes an estimate will be provided to remedy the code violations. 
Labor rates for repairs are $125.00/ hour. There will be no charge to change out a tank provided it meets 
the applicable codes. Kamps can pump over propane from existing tank into a Kamps tank at no addi-
tional charge in most instances. (They reserve the right to request potential future customers to use up 
the propane from other providers to about 10% of tank.) 
Any “Will-Call” customers will pay a higher rate for propane and must notify Kamps Propane ten (10) 
working days before an expected delivery. An additional service fee of $80.00 will added on any emer-
gency delivery for all Will Call Customers who are unable to give the 10 day notice or are unable to wait 
for the 10 day window. 
NOTE: KMA Members MUST be on ROUTED delivery and their balances kept current in order to re-
ceive KMA pricing and must be a current paid up member of Kings Mountain Association. A list of cur-
rent members will be furnished to Kamps propane on the first of every month. If you pay your dues on or 
after the first of the month, your Kamps rates will go in effect on the 1st of the following month.  
Reminder: Your KMA Membership is $25, due annually. 
If you would like to switch your Amerigas or other provider propane service over the Kamps, please con-
tact KAMPS at (510) 471-7279. Please attend the next KMA board meeting with any questions or con-
cerns. Our next meeting is on October 17th, 7 pm at the Community Center. 
Non-KMA residents who would like the Kamps discounted prices should join the KMA 
by filling out and returning the membership form on the previous page. 
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Is There Community Interest in 
Mid-week Movie Night? 

MID-WEEK 

 

  

PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES 
 

screens Wednesday, November 7th at 7:00 pm (snacks) - film 
starts at 7:30 pm at the Community Center!© 2018 Disney/Pixar 

 
 
 
   Our second John Hughes film in recent 
months is the classic holiday-themed tale 
starring Steve Martin and the late, great 
John Candy.  All high-strung advertising 
executive Neal Page (Martin) wants is to 
travel home for Thanksgiving. A snow-
storm and fate (in the form of an outgoing 
shower-curtain ring salesman Del Griffith, 
perfectly played by Candy) hilariously 
stand in his way.   
 
 
“A surprisingly powerful, and incredibly 
funny, little movie led by two terrific per-
formances and John Hughes' razor sharp 
script.” – R.L. Shaffer, IGN DVD.  
 
 
 (Dir.) John Hughes, 1987, 93 min. Rated 
R (language). 
 
 

 
 

The film series is sponsored by KMA. All movies screen at the Community Center 
and are free.  Feel free to bring a snack or wine  to share. Snacks and drinks are at 
7:00 pm; the movie starts at 7:30 pm. (Some folks bring their own portable chairs to 
sit on.) It is always fun! 
 

Betsy & Jack Rix 
Movie Curators 

Thanks to the KMA 
for sponsoring 
Movie Night! 
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When & Where:  Wednesday, October 31st Halloween Night! 
          Kings Mountain Firehouse/Community Center 
 

Time: 6:00 to 8:00 pm 
 

  6:00 to 7:00 – Games, Prizes 
  7:00 to 7:30 – Costume Parade 
  7:30 to 8:00 – The Famous “Spooky Pooky” & Piñata 
 

Please bring a snack to share for 8 – 10 people 
***Hot Dogs provided by the KMA*** 

 
        If you can help in any small way to make this a Halloween our kids will remember, 
please contact Pat Mann at 851-3598 or email at lnpmann@gmail.com. 
 
 

     Help Needed Running Games & Clean Up – Thanks! 
 

 Hope to see you there! 
   

Halloween 
Spooktacular 
 

Sponsored by the KMA 

2018 
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October 2018 School News 
September has already whizzed by and students, teachers and parents have settled into the new 

academic year. The “all hands on deck” KMES effort at Art Fair concluded with an enormous sense of 
achievement felt by everyone. Back in the classroom, students spent time getting to know each other as 
learners, classmates and recess playmates, while teachers completed proficiency assessments in all 
core curriculum subjects.   

A new math curriculum called “Bridges” has been implemented in all grades. It will be the subject of 
the Math Celebration meeting with parents scheduled for October 18th.  The first culinary arts classes 
with resource specialist Shaun Fung prepared vegetables and cheese for tasty tacos that were greatly 
enjoyed by all. Enrichment program science lessons complemented the culinary classes with a focus on 
nutrition, food groups and yeast investigation experiments. 

While parent involvement has always been high at KMES, Principal Diane Siegel praised the pro-
fessional development program offered by the Family Engagement Learning Institute which she and K-! 
teacher Debbie Silveria and parents Aida Ober, and Amber Stariha attended. The philosophy of the in-
stitute is that family support is essential to student success. The institute provides professional develop-
ment to families and staff as a team, to impact student achievement through increasing family engage-
ment in the educational process. Stay tuned for a parent/staff plan of action in the works that aims to in-
crease reading success to all KM students. Details will be forthcoming! 

Meanwhile, parents were fully engaged in determining this year’s goals for their students. Input 
from student, teacher and parent survey responses went into developing each student’s learning goals 
for the year. These achievement targets could be social, behavioral, academic or all three. Parent/
teacher/student goal setting conferences began September 29th. Days off on October 5th and 8th 
closed the month with a four-day weekend. 

Principal Siegel’s September 28th newsletter to parents said Empathy 
will be the school wide theme for October. “In our morning meetings and 
throughout the day, we’ll be reminding students to have empathy, identify 
their own and others’ feelings, notice and respect same and different feel-
ings, and show compassion.” Empathy matters, she wrote, “Because it is a 
key ingredient in the development of positive social behaviors. It’s necessary 
for social-emotional competence and contributes to academic success. Being 
able to identify, understand, and respond in a caring way to how someone is 
feeling provides the foundation for friendships, cooperation, coping, and con-
flict resolution, all of which contribute to student success in school.” On Octo-
ber 23rd Sam Drazin, founder of Changing Perspectives, a program that fos-
ters inclusion and acceptance, will begin the day at KMES for a Coffee and 
Conversation with parents. Parents are encouraged to stay and hear his im-
portant talk. Sam will then work with teachers, training the staff on Changing Perspectives curriculum. 

The importance of Second Step emotional support programs like Changing Perspectives was 
clearly illustrated in a recent school shut down and evacuation incident at Cunha. The Half Moon Bay 
Review report sited bullying of a student as the cause that inadvertently triggered the chaos that resulted 
as parents rushed to school to rescue their children. Cabrillo District Superintendent Jane Yuster has 
called for meetings at every school location to review school safety procedures and bullying prevention. 
The meeting at KMES will be held at 7 PM, October 17th. Your editor attended a “big 5” safety meeting 
at KMES following the school shootings in Florida. Engaged Kings Mountain parents immediately re-
quested and received safety procedural information and went about updating their emergency contact 
information with the school office. Likewise, KMES kicked off an additional second step bullying preven-
tion curriculum utilizing www.stopbullying.gov/what -is-bullying/index as a resource. Meetings on this 
topic are important but hopefully, KMES preparations are ahead of the curve. It takes a Mountain….and 
don’t forget the Halloween Parade on the playground, Oct. 31st. 
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Thanks to the Kings Mountain Community from KMES Parents 
 

by Amber Stariha, President, Kings Mountain Associated Parents (KMAP) 
 

Art Fair 2018 was an amazing success! Not only did we 
sell all of our 4,000+ cookies (even the broken ones) but we 
also had a record-breaking year in face painting! The weather 
was lovely all weekend helping to fuel the excitement of both 
fair volunteers and attendees. Each year after the frenzy of 
baking and selling is done, I'm struck by how fortunate we are 
as a school to be so readily embraced by the wider mountain 
community. Each year the residents of the mountain work 
overtime to organize and put on the fair allowing us to reap 
the benefits of their efforts by roaming with our wagons, paint-
ing faces, glittering up the forest with our tattoos & enticing 
patrons to our cookie booth. The opportunity they have      
created allows us to provide music, art, science, field trips 
and so much more to our KMES students and staff. I could 
not be more proud or full of gratitude to be part of this 
unique event and embracing community. 

We always say, "It Takes a Mountain" and that state-
ment is absolutely true 
when it comes to cookie 
bake and art fair. From 
the hands-on volunteers 
to the supporting cast of 
characters, (who often go 
unnoticed), it truly takes 
a small army of dedi-
cated parents, caregiv-
ers, community members, staff members, alumni, students 
and more to plan, organize, attend & support one of our 
largest fundraisers of the year. On behalf of KMAP I would 
like to extend a most sincere thanks to everyone who 
helped make this year’s fair such a raging success. 

 

Our net profit from cookie sales and face painting combined $20,423! And that folks is 
how the cookie crumbles! 

Thank you, everyone. 
 

Editor’s Note: The Echo was especially proud to receive this thank you acknowledgement 
of the Art Fair and community support from KMAP. Way back in 1981, a band of young 

mountain parents were confident we could create 
a non-profit educational foundation to deter clo-
sure threats and fund needed enrichment pro-
grams at KMES. Why? Because we could earn 
needed money by creating and selling hand-
crafted items in the KMAF mountain artist section. 
Two years of that eventually morphed into the 
original “KMES Cookie Booth” and the rest is his-
tory. Today’s parents are vastly more successful, 
but the bottom line is that Art Fair still makes it all 
possible. 
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How Would You Like to Have a Redwood for a Christmas Tree? 
 

By Dubravka Opuhac 
 

I participated in the Stanford Redwoods Research Project focus group at the Kings Mountain 
Community Center in early August. The overall project was undertaken to better understand the im-
pact of changing coastal fog patterns on coast redwoods. The focus group was organized by Indira     
Phukan, a PhD candidate at Stanford studying environmental education, and the discussion centered 
on how people learn about, get attached to, and fall in love with coastal redwoods and the amazing 
ecosystems they support. As a lover of all redwoods, I was privileged to participate in one of Indira’s 
focus group sessions and was thrilled to be asked to write an article for the Echo about my unique 
history with redwood trees. 

To be clear, I am not a Kings Mountain resident. I live in the East Bay, behind the Oakland Hills, 
desirably close to Canyon and its native redwood population that extends into Redwood Regional 
Park where I habitually hike after work. My love for and interest in redwoods started some years ago, 
triggered by a particularly annoying conversation with the man I call my “US Dad.” What was annoy-
ing about the conversation? For years, he cut small redwood trees growing up from their unusual red-
wood hedge and used them to supply his family with Christmas trees. He offered to cut one for me 
each year as well, but that idea went against what I felt those small trees deserved. I did not want to 
contribute to coniferous loss of life for a wasteful act of decorating it in lights and ornaments, keeping 
it for six weeks, and then discarding it. However, during that annoying conversation, my US Dad 
claimed that if you cut a member of a clone and use it as a Christmas tree, you are not killing the tree 
itself. It’s just like cutting one branch off the tree. That idea bothered me… in the far periphery brain, 
for a long time. 

Let me explain. My US Dad is William J. Libby, Professor 
Emeritus of Forestry and Genetics at UC Berkeley where he 
also taught forestry and genetics at the College of Natural 
Resources. His pioneering work in the field of forest genet-
ics is internationally recognized and respected. He has prac-
ticed forestry on five continents and is well known for his 
work with California’s coast redwood, giant sequoia, and 
Monterey pine. Although he’s been officially retired from UC 
since 1994, he has continued to educate and enlighten 
across the borders of countries and perspectives. He sat on 
the Board of the Save the Redwoods League, and particu-
larly focused on promoting research on redwood forest restoration toward old-growth conditions and 
the likely impacts of climate change on California’s coast redwood and giant sequoia forests. He has 
worked in forests in most states of the United States, and in Canada, Mexico, Venezuela, China, 
Australia, Fiji, and in many countries in Europe. He has taught courses at the University of Canter-
bury in New Zealand, the University of Washington, the Swedish Agricultural University, and the   
University of Zagreb in Croatia. This last is where I met him. 

You see, I met Dr. Libby’s youngest daughter in 1978, in Zagreb, Croatia (then a part of Yugosla-
via). His daughter and I attended the same high-school because her family moved to my home town 
for a year while her dad was on sabbatical researching endemic oaks in Yugoslavia and California’s 
giant sequoias and incense cedars planted in the region. She and I became friends first, then our 
families became friends, then our families began a sort of a child-exchange program. After a few 
years, she returned to Berkeley and I stayed in Berkeley. This is why I have a US Dad. 

My US Dad has a fabulous hedge in front of his home, facing the street. The hedge is about four 
feet tall, thick, and uniform. Every three to four feet, a small tree pushes up from the top of that hedge 
and each tree is of different height and maturity.  Hold your breath…, the hedge is made entirely of 
27 coast redwood trees – those majestic towering land giants in a hedge. It’s quite a sight!  

Each one of the redwoods is a member of a very special redwood clone. In fact, they are called 
Korbel KTs and are a new kind of redwood tree. My US Dad’s Ghanaian graduate student, Kwabena 
Tufour, discovered Korbel KTs in 1966 during a research project investigating the maturation state of 

Picture 1:  My US Dad holding an unusually small        
redwood, to be later planted in a Del Norte County forest 
being restored by the Save the Redwoods League. 
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rooted cuttings taken from 500-year-old redwood trees growing 
near Korbel in Northern California. Kwabena noticed that six 
trees grown from those rooted cuttings were consistently and 
substantially different from all other trees in the experiment.  

The KT in the name of this unique tree is for this alert gradu-
ate student who is, by the way, a hereditary Ashanti chief and 
now the Ashanti Tribal Elder. 

This “new kind of redwood tree” appears to have an extra 
chromosome, a mistake that occurred in only one branch of the 
sampled tree. Because of this genetic difference, Korbel KTs re-
spond well to repeated pruning, and can be used for ornamental 
purposes, like bordering walkways, driveways, and residential 
landscaping. The top of these trees can also be harvested for 
use as Christmas trees if the portion above the 4 feet mark is cut 
because a new tree will sprout directly from the top of the stump! 
Once established, Korbel KTs can be repeatedly harvested as 
Christmas trees on three to five-year cycle because they grow at a rate of one to three feet per 
year, depending on the amount of water they get. The trees can be harvested without damag-
ing the integrity of the hedge or killing the tree itself.  Actually, the original donor tree has also 
re-sprouted and grown a normal new redwood near Korbel. 

After several Christmas seasons of listening to my US Dad’s claims that cutting ramets of 
clones does not constitute redwood murder, the message started sinking in and so I began 
asking him questions about redwoods. His answers prompted more questions.  More questions 
generated more avenues of redwood exploration. More explorations brought me to more red-
wood parks… And, that did it. I fell in love with redwoods! 

So, once I began to understand a tiny bit about redwoods and to also began to understand 
that my US Dad is a redwood giant himself, I asked him to explain what clones are, how clon-
ing is done, who can clone, what are the benefits and challenges with cloning vs. seeding, 
when is the best time to clone, how to choose trees to clone and positions from where to take 
ramets, why can’t we clone onto the remaining 95% of the logged redwood range, etc. I guess 
he thought the time had come for a good redwood initiation, so my US Dad taught me how to 
clone redwoods. That is when the universe expanded for me. 

I love cloning redwoods! It’s been three years since I learned how to clone well and my suc-
cess rate is hovering in the high 80%. I keep the clones at home, in my side yard which has 
been turned into a redwood nursery. At any given time, you’ll find multitude of individual ramets 
of various ages and heights there.  You are also likely to find fresh redwood cuttings in my 
fridge waiting for late Fall when the weather in the East Bay turns more kind to newly planted 
cuttings.  

I give my seedlings away to people who are interested in admiring and growing them. I talk 
to anyone who will listen about the redwoods’ ability to clean 
the environment, to moisturize the air, and to take away 
more than anyone’s share of CO2. I will also talk to anyone 
about the majesty of these trees and how much I admire 
them. 
“People seem to love redwoods. Some are very big. Some 
are very old. A redwood forest absorbs sound, making for 
peaceful quiet. Their climate is cool on hot days due to their 
high transpiration. Those transpired water molecules may 
have the same effects as ocean spray, or spray from water-
falls and fountains, giving people a feeling of unusual well-
being. Also, their wood is both useful and beautiful.”  

 

Picture 2:  Four Korbel KT redwoods. 
The furthest is ready for Christmas 
2018. The nearest is in its second 
growing season. The two in the middle 
are sprouts from where two 2017 
Christmas trees were cut. 

Picture 3:  My redwood nursery, showing 
Korbel KTs of various ages. 
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 October 2018 

 

by 
 

Marty Eisenberg 

Drive Defensively – It’s Rutting Season! The bucks are out chasing the does. Happens 
every year between the Art Fair and Thanksgiving. They’re dashing across Skyline much more 
frequently near dawn and dusk, casting caution to the winds. Drive defensively and slow down! 
It takes nearly 200 feet to stop a car going 50 miles an hour – 50 to 60 feet of “thinking/
reaction” distance – assuming you’re totally alert and not sipping coffee – and about 130 feet 
more of braking distance. (If the pavement is wet, add a bunch more feet.) It takes only 125 
feet to stop a car going 40 miles per hour. Save your $250 - $500 auto collision insurance de-
ductible and lots of inconvenience by slowing down awhile and avoid hitting a deer. 
 
Tomato Paste Can Be a Pain in the Can: The stuff comes in little cans. Scooping it out with a 
spoon or spatula gets messy. Solution! With your can opener, cut around the top of the can. 
Flip the top off with the tip of a knife. Turn the can over and cut the rim around the bottom of 
the can with your can opener.  Hold the can in one hand and push on the bottom of the can 
with the other. The tomato paste comes out the top of the can like soft sausage. The bottom of 
the can works like a plunger, scraping the sauce from the inner surface of the can and out the 
top. No mess! Measure off what you need. Save the rest in a wide mouth plastic container for 
a few days in the ‘frig or a few weeks in the freezer. 
 
Louis L’Amour (1908 – 1988) was a prolific 20th century novelist and storywriter with over 
100 published titles. I recently picked one up to read. L’Amour wrote historical fiction focusing 
upon the romance of the “Old West” (1800’s) and the American Frontier. His works were        
invariably short -- a hundred pages or so; classic Bantam paperbacks. They are wonderfully  
romantic tales of sturdy, heroic, often coarse men and genteel, independent women. His writ-
ings bring to life the character and historical events embodying the values of the American 
West. L’Amour’s books are widely available for just a couple of dollars from used bookstores 
and internet sources. They’re terrific, engaging “fast reads”. 
 
Vacuuming Debris Out of Small Spaces: Our vacuum nozzles just weren’t made for thor-
oughly vacuuming debris out of small and narrow spaces. Try these tips that help a lot! For 
vacuuming debris from sliding window and door tracks and like narrow spaces: save the card-
board core from a roll of toilet paper. Slip one end onto your vacuum nozzle and hold it firmly 
with one hand. You can crush and shape the other end of the core to fit down into narrow 
channels and spaces. For really small spaces, grab a clean, dry top of one of those plastic 
squeeze bottles with the cone-shaped tips.  Put it on the end of the vacuum nozzle and turn on 
the vacuum. The drawing vacuum air will hold the squeeze bottle top firmly to the end of the 
vacuum hose and you will have created a pointed nozzle with a strong vacuum draw for vac-
uuming dust and debris from small cervices and spaces. 

“It is difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary depends upon his not understanding 
it.”  [Upton Sinclair; novelist and reformer; 1878-1968] 
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October 2018 Kings Mountain Community Calendar 

The Kings Mountain Echo is published monthly by the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire Brigade, Inc, a non-profit, 
volunteer organization. The Editor is Eileen Fredrikson. All opinions are those of the commentator/writer and not 
those of the publisher.  
Echo submissions should be emailed to eileenfredrikson@comcast.net Please reference “the Echo” in the     
subject line. The Echo deadline is the 26th of each month. The editor retains discretion to edit all submissions for 
space and content.  

 

5:00 pm—10:00 pm 
Fire Academy 

7:30 pm—9:00 pm 
KMVFB Board 
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